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Experimental realization of topological quantum computation, whether realized in hardware
(e.g., Majorana fermions), or in software (e.g., surface code), faces considerable challenges. In
our theoretical project we planned to analyze these challenges and suggest strategies to meet
them, and explore new approaches to engineering topological phases of matter.

We explored 1) Novel topological states of matter by periodic driving - topological phases
that can be created or stabilized by periodic driving, in the extreme limit of low frequency and
high intensity driving. We studied 2) Topological Quantum Computing via hardware:
Majorana fermions and related topological platforms, exploring mechanisms for qubit
initialisation, manipulation, control, and decoherence, and giving predictions for Majorana
milestone experiments. We investigated the properties of 3) New materials for Topological
Quantum Computing, through abinitio calculations and thight binding models.

1) Novel topological states of matter by periodic driving

We explored - using theoretical models - topological phases that can be created or stabilized by
periodic driving, in the extreme limit of low frequency and high intensity driving. We used two
kinds of lattice models: quantum walks, sequences of alternating local “coin” and
spin-dependent “shift” operations, and quantum kicked models. We explored the role of
disorder, and found ways in which it can lead to topological semimetal (critical) phases in
periodically driven artificial matter systems. We also participated in an experiment probing
periodically driven states in double quantum dots.

New signatures of topological invariants in periodically driven systems.

We proposed [Sajid19] a scheme to realize topological insulators with nonvanishing Chern
numbers using spin-1/2 particles in a quantum walk. By Floquet engineering the quantum-walk
protocol, we realized the analog of a strong magnetic field, with flux per plaquette a sizable
fraction of the flux quantum. We found nearly flat bands with Chern numbers, which could be
used to explore interaction-driven topological phases such as fractional Floquet Chern
insulators. We discussed an implementation using neutral atoms in spin-dependent optical
lattices for generation of arbitrary magnetic-field landscapes, including those with sharp
boundaries.
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We collaborated [Koski18] in an experiment, investigating a strongly driven GaAs double
quantum dot charge qubit weakly coupled to a superconducting microwave resonator. The
Floquet states emerging from strong driving are probed by tracing the qubit - resonator
resonance condition. This way we probed the resonance of a qubit driven in an adiabatic, a
non-adiabatic, or an intermediate rate showing distinct quantum features of multi-photon
processes and Landau-Zener-Stückelberg interference pattern. Our resonant detection scheme
enabled the investigation of novel features when the drive frequency is comparable to the
resonator frequency. We used models based on adiabatic approximation, rotating wave
approximation, and Floquet theory to explain the experimental observations.

New topological semimetal phases in periodically driven systems - role of disorder

For two-dimensional two-state quantum walks we have found [Asboth20] that complete spatial
disorder does not lead to Anderson localization, but to a diffusive spread instead. This
delocalization happens because disorder places the quantum walk to a critical point between
different anomalous Floquet-Anderson insulating topological phases. We followed time evolution
of the wavefunctions and level spacing statistics, and applied scattering theory to calculate the
topological invariants of disordered quantum walks. We found the critical exponent η ≈ 0.52 as
in the integer quantum Hall effect.

We have found anomalous levitation and pair annihilation [Liu20], a process unique to Floquet
systems affected by disorder. Here the topological gap increases as a function of disorder
strength, resulting in a transition to an anomalous Floquet Anderson insulator (AFAI) phase. We
have shown a concrete example, adding disorder via onsite potential "kicks" to a Chern insulator
model. By changing the period between kicks, we have tuned which type of levitation and
annihilation occurs.

Topological phases in interacting periodically driven systems.

Even without periodic driving, we explored [Perrin21] a novel type of disordered interaction on
the simplest toy model of solid state physics: a tight-binding chain. We took two particles
hopping on a chain with a contact interaction between them, whose strength depends on the
positions of the particles in a spatially disordered way. We observed how disorder leads to
Anderson localization of two-particle bound states, but increasing disorder also leads to
dissociation of such bound states due to hybridization with the atomic band. We drew analogies
to quantum billiards and quantum chaos, and identified a novel class of eigenstates, ``separatrix
states'', similar to scarred states.

2) Topological Quantum Computing via hardware: Majorana fermions
We suggested schemes to boost the effectiveness of quantum computing that are suitable for
topological quantum computing via Majorana zero modes. We used models of differing
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complexity, at times in close collaboration with experiments to include the most relevant
features. We have suggested schemes for high-precision electrical control of Majorana qubits.
In a more theoretical line of work, we have explored topologically protected pointlike topological
degeneracies in parameter spaces of magnetic and other quantum systems.

Few-level models.

We described errors in a setup [Maman20] where Majorana qubit readout is performed using
gate reflectometry of an auxiliary quantum dot tunnel-coupled to two Majorana zero modes. We
considered readout error caused by low-frequency charge noise and overdrive effects, and
quantified these errors as the function of model parameters. This work provides guidelines for
design and interpretation of future experiments on control and readout of topological Majorana
qubits.

We proposed and theoretically investigated a resonant qubit control process [Gyorgy22], which
is relevant for any qubit realization where the qubit has a finite energy splitting. In the context of
Majorana qubits, it is known that universal quantum computing requires quantum gates that are
not topologically protected. The control scheme we proposed in this paper serves as a basis for
such Majorana qubit operations.

Free-fermion models.

We proposed and studied a topologically protected quantum gate [Boross19] based on the
Su-Schrieffer-Heeger chain. Our proposed Y gate acts in the two-dimensional zero-energy
subspace of a Y junction assembled from three chains, and is based on the spatial exchange of
the defects supporting the zero-energy modes. We numerically demonstrated robustness
against hopping disorder -- a form of topological protection, a consequence of chiral symmetry,
time-reversal symmetry, and spatial separation of the modes bound to defects. The proposal
has since been experimentally realized (independently of this grant) in Chen et al., Nature
Physics 18, 179 (2022).

We theoretically studied a scheme [Szechenyi20] to distinguish the two ground states of a
one-dimensional topological superconductor, serving as a basis for readout of Majorana qubits.
The ground-state parity is converted to charge of an auxiliary quantum dot. Errors degrade the
quality of this process: (i) leakage due to a strong readout tunnel pulse, (ii) incomplete charge
Rabi oscillations due to slow charge noise, and (iii) charge relaxation due to phonon emission
and absorption. Effects of error mechanisms can be minimized by choosing an optimal strength
for the readout tunnel pulse. In our case study based on InAs heterostructure device
parameters, we estimated that parity-to-charge conversion error is mainly due to slow charge
noise for weak tunnel pulses and leakage for strong tunnel pulses.

We theoretically studied Majorana-qubit dephasing in a minimal model [Boross22]: a Kitaev
chain with quasistatic disorder. We predicted Gaussian dephasing, with a rate that depends on
the system parameters in an oscillatory way, out-of-phase with the oscillating minigap of the
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clean system. In our model, first-order dephasing sweet spots are absent, a feature that is
useful for characterizing the spatial structure of noise in a dephasing experiment.

Effects of Coulomb repulsion.

We theoretically analyzed a mesoscopic Josephson junction [Bouman20], including a serially
coupled double quantum dot, in collaboration with the experimental group of Prof. Attila Geresdi.
This setup contains the key building blocks of a quantum-dot-based Kitaev chain:
superconducting terminals, tunable quantum dots, and tunnel coupling between those. Our
model revealed the importance of Coulomb interaction in the sample. We demonstrated a
magnetic-field-induced supercurrent blockade and a spin-to-current conversion mechanism.
These effects can be exploited in hybrid quantum architectures coupling the quantum states of
spin systems and superconducting circuits.

Topologically protected degeneracies.

Topological protection of the Majorana qubit is ensured by the robust ground-state degeneracy
of one-dimensional p-wave superconductors. This observation inspired further work in this
project, exploring the properties of topologically protected degeneracies in
parameter-dependent quantum systems. In [Scherubl19], [Frank20], [Frank22], we analysed
magnetic Weyl points and more exotic degeneracy patterns in interacting spin systems. We
have predicted and analysed the Weyl-point teleportation effect [Frank22b], and the `birth quota’
effect of non-generic degeneracy points [Pinter22].

3) New materials for Topological Quantum Computing

We investigated novel topological materials, and magnetic systems that can host non trivial
topological excitations due to spin-orbit coupling - an important component of proposals for
Majorana devices. We focused mostly on low dimensional nanostructures, in close collaboration
with experimental groups. Due to recent developments in the field we altered the aim of the
present workpackage to include the nodal loop semimetals. Nodal loop semimetals are an
exotic type of topological semimetals, where the degeneracy between valence and conduction
bands is along a 1-dimensional manifold, a loop - stabilized by a symmetry. These topological
semimetls open the door to creating new types of devices based on subtle details of the Fermi
surface.

Model parameters for nanodevices.

In collaboration with experimental groups at the Budapest University of Technology and
Economics and at the ELKH Center for Energy Researcs we investigated novel materials,
including bismuth–tellurohalide [Fulop18] and ZrTe5 [Tajkov22]. These materials are
characterized by strong spin-orbit coupling which is drastically influenced by strain fields present
in fabricated devices. An important consequence of the sensitivity to mechanical distortions is
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the unique capacity of these materials to be mechanically tuned through topological phase
transitions. Our ab initio calculations underpinned the first isolation of single layer
bismuth–tellurohalide structures [Fulop18], while our subsequent [Tajkov19] tight-binding
parametrization of the system allowed us to predict phase transitions in hybrid systems.
We also investigated thin layers of the topological semimetal ZrTe5 [Tajkov22][Kovacs22] where
our ab initio calculations resolved a long standing issue regarding the groundstate of this
material. We showed that strain fields present in these devices due to different fabrication
conditions may influence its ground state and yield strong or weak topological insulator or a
Weyl semimetal.
In loose connection to these investigations we also developed a numerical method
[Oroszlany19] to extract magnetic model parameters from ab initio calculations and applied it
[Carracedo22] to novel realization of the topological S=1 chain in triangulene based molecular
devices.

Proximity effect in nanodevices

We explore how spin-orbit coupling can be considerably boosted and engineered in graphene
based hybrid systems by proximatizing graphene based devices with materials characterized by
strong spin-orbit coupling. We have shown through ab initio calculations, [Tajkov19a] that in
hybrid bismuth–tellurohalide–graphene heterostructures spin-orbit coupling is considerably
increased for the electrons of graphene. We also explored how mechanical distortions can be
used to engineer a topological phase transition, turning the sample in to a novel realization of a
time reversal invariant topological insulator. We distilled [Tajkov20] a simple tight-binding picture
and highlighted that mechanical distortions disproportionately affect different gap generating
mechanisms in the system. We show that while the trivial gap, due to Kekule type distortion is
sensitive to mechanical distortions, the topological gap caused by Kane-Mele type induced
spin-orbit coupling, stays resilient.

Nodal loop semimetals in electric and magnetic fields

We determined [Oroszlany18], using tight-binding models, how the conductivity of nodal loop
semimetals depends on electric or magnetic fields, depending on the direction of the fields with
respect to the plane of the loop.
We clarified, the source of conflict between experiments using magnetic oscillation
measurements on nodal loop materials. We found that whether unambiguously trivial
oscillations, or a mixture of topological (with a phase shift of pi) and trivial oscillations should be
expected depends on the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the plane of the nodal
loop: trivial for perpendicular field, a mixture for inplane field.
Investigating the non-linear electronic response we found [Okvatovity22] that the current grows
monotonically with time for electric fields perpendicular to the nodal loop plane, however, it
exhibits non-monotonical behavior for field orientations aligned within the plane, arising from
interband processes. The long-time non-linear response represents an intraband effect where a
large number of excited quasiparticles respond to the electric field.
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